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Cliche-ridden
Commencement talk

Moving 1 Be sure the Bulletin
goes with you. Write your
new address here :

To the Editor :
It is difficult to be restrained in commenting about the trite. cliche-ridden
content of the "English Address" at
June's Commencement. Thi s was the
concensus of the graduates and parents
with whom J talked that afternoon. Most
used stronger expressions than these.
To permit the time of some 10,000
people to be wasted in this manner
seems without justification.
rf this was truly judged to be best by
the selection committee, then surely a
more energetic effort should be made
next year to find qualified , intelligent applicants or such speeches should be eliminated from the program. If, on the
other hand, the selection committee exercised poor judgment, it would appear
that the membership of the committee
should be improved.
What a poor demonstration it was!
What a sad loss of over 3,000 listening
hours to the audience! What a blight on
an otherwise beautiful day!
R OBERT W . SHOEMAKER JR. '43

Anderson , Ind.

Write your old address in
the space that follows, or,

better still, paste on a
mailing label from a p ast

issue:

Rip this page from the
magazine and mail it to :
Harvard Bulletin
Subscripti on Divisio n
P.O. Box 301
Uxbridge, Mass. 01569

Please allow six weeks
for our machiner y

to respond .
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A degree will not
be forthcoming
To the Editor:
Cheers for Adam Yarmolinsky's "Where
are you likely to spend eternity?" (June,
page 50).
He failed, however, to ask a key question - though coming close with the one
on the nature of thought at 3 a.m . My
key question: What are your recurring
dreams?"
The reason for this is that I think I
am on the trail of something big. One of
my r.d.'s goes like this:
I am back at Harvard. It is exam time.
I realize there is one course whose lectures I have not attended and whose books
I have not read. I don't even know where
the damn class meets. A sense of panic
enfolds me-relieved only by awakening.
(I hasten to assure you that no such
backsliding occurred when I was a student.)
Now I have already surveyed Nat
Benchtey '39, who claims he has had sim-

ilar nocturnal fantasies . Let us now com·
mission Yarmolinsky to move forward
and determine the extent of this syndrome
among alumni. Should it be widespread,
the University no doubt has a responsi·
bility to formulate rites by which the
demon may be exorcised.
E. C. K. READ '40
New York City

Editor's note: Mr. Read ;s on the trail of
something big. At least two BULLETTh'
staffers have recurring dreams essentially
identical to the one Read describes. The
magazine will welcome communications
from readers similarly afflicted .

Man and God at Harvard
To the Editor:
One of the features of Memorial Churdl
services has always been the diversilY of
first-rate preachers one had the opportunity of bearing. Wby isn't this i"" II
good, or better, than the appointment DOC
only of a preacher, but of a Roman Calbolic priest and a rabbi to the University.
as is reportedly being considered ('1llc
Undergraduate," June, page 21)? I..eI
ministers of all faiths preach in turn.
This is excellent University recognitioo.
and enough.
A . B. HORSFALL '30
Savannah, Ga.

Them as has, gits
To the Editor :
Hail to Lucien O. Hooper ("Nota bene.~
June, page 57)! Hail my pardner in life'
Hail Lucien O . Hooper '18, a fellowlra\·
eler on a far different road, and a fellow
admirer of wisdom. I heard Lucien 0
Hooper calling from Wall Street. a plact
I've never been, and he said, umo~
comes fa ster when you don't need it thaD
when yOll just must have it."
Friends, I've played poker all my life
all over Texas and Arizona and mu)
other parts of the country, and I knmr
what Lucien O. Hooper says is the God'
truth. Sometimes, when I was young and
ignorant. and happened to be broke, fd
set into poker games with two or thlft
dollars I had borrowed out of the biBpaying money, desperate for money, aDd
I'd have hopes of worrying that two bud
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Letters
to the. editor

Remember enemies
To the Editor:
r thought Fred Hapgood's piece in the
July issue, "Remember Enemies," was a
very fine thing. It spoke to me. I would
like to see more pieces like it. I should
think others would agree.
KEVIN LEWIS '65
Columbia. S.C.

Fashion in the making
To the Editor:
While r often discern in your pages good
reasons for my antipathy to Harvard, I
am also grateful for the faithfulness with
which you convey a sense of the University in the diversity of its surface. I have the
impression that in rerent years you have
undertaken to give a more serious portrait, so that the real worth of Harvard
can be described at times through the
slick veneer of its urbane smugness.
I do not for a minute envy Harvard its
problems in undergraduate education,
nor can I see it as possessing the resources to handle them in a worthwhile way.
However, on occasion, through your
pages I learn something of a much wider
scope from reading about them. It is
good at times to get an intimate look at
fashion in the making, even when fashion
has no appeal. Harvard has a mighty
impact, be it for better or for worse.
ROBERT S. BART '40
Maiori. Italy

The art of acoustics
To the Editor:
Your lively account (August. page 9) of
the acoustical deficiencies of the Fogg
Museum Lecture Room (Hunt Hall)
stopped just short of a surprise happy
ending (of sorts).
When the room was completed in
1895, the acoustics were indeed so abom·
inably bad that the lecture room had to
be abandoned, to the embarrassment of
all concerned, including President Eliot,
Casting about for some (any) solution. he
noted a capable young member of the
Department of Physics Gust promoted
from laboratory instructor to assistant
professor) and set him to work on the

problem. That is how Wallace Clement
Sabine, one of Harvard's most distin·
guished scientists, came to found the
modern science (and art) of room acous·
tics, devising the concepts of reverbera·
tion·time and absorption coefficients,
and laying the groundwork for his acous·
tical design of Symphony Hall in Boston
and for a very pervasive sector of the
modern building-materials industry
(look at the ceiling of virtually any office
building).
The lecture room? It stoutly and successfully resisted his best efforts. but r
respectfully suggest that it be considered.
not as an unsolved problem, but as a
highly successful catalyst, which initiated
and brought about a valuable and impor.
tant reaction without itself being altered
in the slightest degreel
Further information on this subject
(and well worth reading) may be found in
William Dana Orcutt's biography: J.lCa[·
lace Clement Sabine-A Study in Achieve·
mellt (Chapter VI).
JOHN A. KESSLER '42
Cambridge
See page 46 for details about Professor
Sabine's instruments.

related to Red Top. There is little doubt
that much of this recent capital would
have been made available to increase the
Red Top endowment. had the subject
been raised. There is also little doubt
that the very attractive Red Top property
is capable of generating income during
parts of the year when the crew is not in
residence. This practical observation is
noted in the late Mr. Herrick's book. Red
Top. as having been made as early as
1929. From the standpoint of the old
oars, the whole matter of Red Top is not
properly subject to a "jaundiced view"
[by Harvard's governing boards1. but
rather calls for responsible and construe·
tive concern by all hands.
Having now steered into some undiplomaticwaters left unruffied by "Blade," I
must say that I was nevertheless so impressed by the " Blade" article that I read
the whole issue with enjoyment. and a
disposition to be convinced that a number of things besides crew are going well
at Harvard.
E. H. BENNEIT JR. '37
Marblehead, Mass.

Whither Red Top?

To the Editor:
The letterofE.C.K. Read '40 [BULLETIN.
August. page 4] will doubtless evoke a
tidal wave of response. Of course your
staffers share his nightmare of panic
about the final exam in the course for
which one knows nothing, not even the
location of the lecture room. I had always
assumed that everyone who has experienced being an undergraduate at Har·
vard has this dream, as part of the heri·
tage_
r am confident that Mr. Read. and all
others similarly afflicted, will admit to
variations on the general theme. For
example, I have experienced the recurrent dream of the bluebook on which I
write furiously for three hours, and then
hand in- totally blank. The basic trau·
rna is, and always will be, the same.
WALTER J. RANDLEMAN '53
Scarsdale. N.Y.

To the Editor:
I am compelled to congratulate you on
the accuracy (and diplomacy) of the
column entitled "Annals of Rowing"
appearing in your July issue [page 481.
and signed "Blade." A very sharp blade
indeed, in its precise description of Harvard undergraduate and graduate
oarsmen's wishes, and the dilemma
created by Yale's recent rather curious
disability.
"Blade" correctly assessed undergraduate rowing enthusiasm for Red Top
and a four-mile race in that location
against an earnest opponent. With re·
gard to " old Harvard oars," I think a
specific note or two in order: in addition
to the gift of Red Top itself. and production of the endowment referred to by
"Blade" as generating S12,OOO a year,
the old oars have raised and expended
multiples of such an endowment in recent years for trips and equipment not

Recurring dream

More dream letters, all poignant, will
appear next month.
SEPTEMBER 1973
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Recurring dreams
The August issue carried a letter from
E. C. K. Read '40, describing a recurring
dream in which Read was back at Harvard. facing an examination ;n a course
he had not attended. and Jor which he
had done no reading. The mail provoked
by Read's letter has been unusually
heavy.
To the Editor:
At least once a year I dream I am about
to enter Memorial Hall for a French or
Early Byzantine Art exam, knowing full
weill have never attended a lecture in the
course or cracked one of the textbooks,
much less bothered to buy one. It is a
shattering nightmare and I wake up in a
cold sweat.
1 have not consulted a psychiatrist, but
I believe this r.d. may somehow be related to another r.d. which has me

locked out of my Lexington Avenue
apartment building at midnight-stark
naked.
LANSING LAMONT '52
New York City
To the Editor:
Perhaps twice a year comes the most
destructive fantasy of my supercharged,
achievement-oriented youth: I must face
an exam in a course I totally ignored,
even to the point of never attending a
single class or cracking a single book.
Upon awakening. I am only weakly convinced that it has been only a dream; I
must rehearse a catechism including
such points as date of graduation. degree
of honors, and number of dependents
declared on the last income-tax return. to
be totally convinced.
We are on the trail of something bigger than Harvard; my wife has had the
same dream without ever having attended Harvard.
RJCHARD

M.

loWENTHAL

'64

San Francisco
To the Editor:
Ever since 1925 I periodically dream
about German 1C. The fugue centers on
getting to midyears on time. No part of
venerable Sever Hall, where the exam
4
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was scheduled, has escaped my nightmares-ineluding the flagpole and the
earthen-floored basement latrine. A
more depleting variant involves a search
for Professor Heinrich Conrad Bierwirth
backward through time. It is even
tougher to find an exam that began several days earlier, when racing with Instructor George Maxwell Howe, who is
scurrying to retrieve those limpid bluebooks from an elusive classroom.
An antidote that obtunds the r .d.'s for
several months is my annual tribute to
David McCord's Harvard Fund.
CARL W. WALTER '28, M.D. '32
Boston
To the Editor:
Dear E.C.K. Read '40,
How did you know? I had that dream
almost nightly for a decade after graduation. I think what started it was a whacky
last term-l was taking intensive beginning German (two courses), Twentieth
Century French Literature (one course),
and thesis-far-credit (one course). With
the consent of everyone involved , I was
allowed to skip German for six weeks
while 1 finished thesis, generals, and the
literature course. Then I did nothing but
German, took its exam on the afternoon
of the last day of exam period , graduated, and married six days later.
While I am still married to the same
wonderful Caleb Warner, both my tutor
and my German teacher (Edward Addelson and Kurt Lessen) have since died. To
both of them I will always be grateful for
helping me limp through a very difficult
stage in my life.
ALICE SIZER WARNER 'SO

Lexington. Mass.
To the Editor:
My parents (Harvard and Vassar), wife
(Radeliffe), and 1 are all racked with
dreams featuring exams for which we are
totally unprepared. My customary nightmare is a five-minute black-and-white
episode which does not actually include
the exam, but the anguish prior to it. Out
of four college courses I have prepared
adequately for English and history, but
have done literally nothing for perennially weak subjects like math. After reading

your last issue 1 found m)'lielf at the
beginning of a conversational Spanish
exam where the instructor was rattling
off words at a rapid· fire rate. Naturally I
don't speak a word of Spanish.
ARTHUR

C.

HODGES '57

Essex. Mass.
To the Editor:
E.C.K. Read has opened a Pandora's
Box. I predict a deluge from candidates
for the professional couch.
My recurring dream is even worse. The
course is always something like Comparative Philological Thought in the Sixteenth Century. I can't even spell it,
much less understand it. I plead with the
Dean. who usually resembles Joseph
Goebbels, that I never even signed up for
the course. (A clue here. In real life I may
be undistinguished in many things,
but-being in politics-am close to a
Magna in Self-Justification.>
Suddenly my wife's worried voice intrudes. 1 get up and take a cold shower.
Is there any hope for salvation?
BRUCE H. ZEISER '45
State Representative.
9th Norfolk District
Wellesley, Mass.
To the Editor:
E.C.K. Read's letter touched a sensitive
spot in my own psyche. Although 1 do not
experience a single r.d. on this theme, my
nightmares feature a repertoire of variations on it. ranging from a duplicate of
Mr. Read's to some in which only the
exam-anxiety-Harvard elements are
recognizable in an otherwise bizarre setting.
A few examples may be of use in your
research.
l. It is final exam time. I have been
delayed in reaching the exam room. I
take my seat. I recognize no one in the
room. As I pick up the question sheet, I
realize I am in the wrong place. I dash
out and try frantically to find my exam
without success. There is a horrifying
sense of time slipping by irrevocably. I
awaken with a pounding heart.
2. I am seated in a large dim room. I
pick up the question sheet. It is written in
a foreign lapguage, not one word of
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which I can understand. T~e instructor,
whom I recognize, begins to speak. His
words convey no meaning to me. My fellow students fall to work, while I remain
paralyzed, staring at the questions.
3. I am in the right place. I understand
the exam, I start to write. Before I complete the first question. the papers are
collected. Everyone else seems to be satisfied with the time allotted .

Although I managed to stay on the
Dean's List throughout my stay at Harvard, it was a costly effort. I paid for it in
the beginning of a series of migraine
headaches that lasted for almost twenty
years. The headaches were tied directly
to the reaction to final exams. The
recurring. dreams, unlike the headaches,
have not stopped. The last one occurred
this summer, not more than three weeks

they are thirty years younger than I and
much more knowledgeable.
I leave my battered suitcase behind a
guitar in a room full of garrulous but
friendly twenty-yea r-olds.
I take the subway into South Station
and make some wrong turn, winding up
on a train which leaves me in Worcester,
Hartford, or Providence. depending on
the night of the week.
It is only two hours before exam time.
The few books I have are somewhere
on the subway heading for Ashmant.
The next train for Boston doesn't leave
for an hour, and no one is sure it will run

at all.
I solve the problem by waking up.
I might add that I have company in my
misery, because my wife goes back to
Vassar every night and hasn't graduated

ago.

yet.

I congratulate Mr. Read for uncovering this phenomenon. Perhaps the BULLETIN will be able to report how common
the experience is among the alumni.

I might also state that I sing her to
sleep with a lullaby written by Mr. Read

D. JOYCE 'SO

over thirty years ago, which goes, in part:
Here we are, out of marijuana.

Worcester, Mass.

Pulling all the keys out of the piana,
Two sleepy meatballs, by dawn's
early light,

To the Editor:

And too much on the ball to say

WILLlAM

It is the only dream I ever have. I dream I
am running up and down the stairs of
Sever Hall, about to take a final exam in
advanced French , but I don't know
where the classroom is because I haven't
been to any of the classes. It is always a
huge relief to wake up.

'62

Sports and "involvement" are
important to Bill Campbell. In his

senior year he was co-captain of soccer,
hockey and lacrosse, and was elected
All-American for New England in

soccer.
In his last term, he chose an
apprenticeship to help a local high
school student with a reading difficulty. Bill's comment: "I'm going to
get him throuM."
When he reaves his home in North
Carolina to go to Brown next year, Bill
may pursue his interests in teaching.
Whatever he does, he'll beat the average. He wasn't an average student here.
But then again, we don't think anybody

is average.

Please continue your efforts to trace
down the .meaning of the Read ~ndrome.
BANCROFT G . DAVIS '41

New York City
To the Editor:
I graduated from both the College and

To the Editor:

the Business School, but my dream is
always set at the College. I wit] follow
with great interest what would seem to be
fascinating research into tpe epidemiol-

My dreams are worse because I want to
read the books and hear the lectures. I
also share in Mr. Read 's sense of panic.
SAMUEL L. M. COLE '39, M.S. '40

Bill wanted to go to prep school
but he didn't want to be a "preppie."
He liked what his friends told him
about Northfield Mount Hermon and a
visit confirmed what he'd heard.

good night.

Chicago

ANSTISS HAMMOND DRAKE

Bill Campbell came
to Northfield Mount
Hermon and taught
remedial reading at a
local school.

ogy of this archetypal nightmare.
'55,
M.B.A. '60

MICHAEL B LUMENFELD

Scotch Plains, N.I.
New York City
To the Editor:
Mr. Read should be more than thankful
for his nocturnal tranquillity, since there
seems to be only one course he is having
trouble with. My recurring and almost
nightly dream goes like this.
I am back at Harvard College.
I have been sent there by somebody in
law school who, even though I was
granted a law degree in 1948, thinks I
should go back to college to make sure I
have graduated properly.
If I don't they will take away my law
degree.

I argue-but he is unflappable.
I cannot find my classes, my books, tir
my room.

No one can be of any help, even though

To the Editor:
.. .. It makes me wonder whether most
Harvard men are not really anxiety-ridden neurotic grinds beneath their poses
of success and self-possession. Perhaps
you wou ld distribute a confidential questionnaire with your next issue, and we
would find the real results of a Harvard
education.

Director 01 Admissions
Northfield Mount Hennon School
E_ Northfield, Mass_01360
Gentlemen:
Please send catalog and
application fonns.

PETER H . GIBBON '64

Tarrytown. N. Y.

Name

To the Editor:
The E.C.K. Read nightmare, you will

Ad~ess············ ····· · ········· ·

,

discover. is widespread. I began having
the same dream in graduate school after
the war. I thought my dream was unique,
O CTO BER
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Blue Water
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because at college I took an Old Testa·
ment course in the Divinity School,
which I attended once. When exa m time
arrived. I realized my lack of prepara·
tion. Pallic!
T he nightmare continu ed for 20 or 25
years until a group of us discussed our
nightmares and discovered we all had
suffered that one. There have been no
recurrences since that discussion.
HAROLD M. BAILIN '43
Silver Spring, Md.
To the Editor:
Sometimes I do get to the class, or exam,
but very late and totally unprepared. Or I
desperately race back to my hopelessly
distant room to search for non·existent
notes. And the bell in Memorial Hall
tolls for me.
The thin g is not confined to Harvard ,
though. My wife dreams the same dream
about Randolph·Macon College. and I
know of cases going back to earlier
school days.
To belabor the obvious, there is ales·
son here on the tyranny of schedules and
tests in our educational system-or is
that too easy?
GEORGE H. WOLFSON '37
East Hampton , Conn.
TO-the Editor:
. ... My dream has a minor variation in
that I'm not real sure it's Harvard, and I
wonder what the hell I'm doing back in
the academ ic arena.
Why should such a weird thing occur
at the dawn of senility?
Are these dreams particularly common
among the summas, magnas, PBK's,
and other "greasy grinds" of yesterday? I
wonder.
J ONATHAN B. RICHARDS '34mcl,
LL.B. '37
Red Oak, Iowa
To the Editor:
Even the thought while awake induces a
suggestion of the dream panic.
How great the day when the demon
may be exorcised .
WALTER R. AMESBURY JR. '36,
M.B.A. '38
Philadelphia
To the Editor:
I wonder if it occurs only after a fairly
long interval after one has left Harvard. I
am about the same vintage as Mr. Read,
and the r.d. did not give me trouble until
recent years.
At any rate, with all the great minds
that will now be brought to bear on the

subject, the cure for the affliction will
und oubtedly be forthcoming shortlyl
IiENRY W. MAXWELL '41
Hinsdale, III.

To the Editor:
Doesn't Harvard have someone who can
straighten this out for us? I'm tired of
feeling guilty about missing all those
classes .
LAWRENCE HoWE '42
Chicago, III.

Editor's note:
Dr. Randolph Catlin, associate psych ia.
trist to the University Health Services,
suggests that "anxiety dreams" like Mr.
Read 's may serve a positive function:
they provide a way for the subconscious
to release current tensions. In daily life, a
person may be facing anxieties th at he
cannot tolerate directly. His dream dis·
places these anxieties to a past experi·
ence that is more familiar and toler·
able-like exam·taking.
In some cases, however, it may be that
exam·taking was a tru ly traumatic exper·
ience, like an airplane crash. The sleeper
dreams and redreams it in order to gain
control of it. "Eventually," says Dr. Cat·
lin, "he no longer wakes up screaming."
Dr, Catlin believes Harvard people
may be particularly susceptible to exam·
taking dreams, because they came to
college under unusual pressure to
achieve,
The magazine also asked Gary E.
Schwartz, assistant professor of personality psychology, for his comments. Professor Schwartz replied: "The irony of
this request is that while on a two·week
vacation in Maine, wh ich has just ended,
I had two dreams of a very similar type,
only couched in a professor's role rather
than that of a student. My dream was
that I had forgotten to prepare my reading lists and introductory lectu re for my
psychophysiology course. I had forgotten
when the course was to begin. and had no
idea where it was to be held. This rem inded me of my graduate days at Harvard:
although I was a successful student, I
nonetheless had on a few occasions a
dream of having forgotten to take a final
exam. or having improperly fulfilled
course requirements.
"Ever since Freud's monumental work
on psychoanalysis, dreams have been
used as one indication of people's under·
lying conflicts and concerns. Although
today many psychologists and psychia·
trists place little credence in overinter·
preted dreams, most behavioral scientists
would agree that significa nt stresses
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experienced during the day may emerge
in one form or another as a dream occur-

Dino 2 4 6 GT

ring during specific states of sleep. The
life of a college student, particularly
involving courses and grades, is a major
period of human stress. Even though one
may handle these stresses effectively. this
does not necessarily mean that the significant memories and images have disappeared. Also. when one's post-college life
involves complex interactions with car-

eers and family, dealing with problems
and schedu les, yet continuing to personally grow and advance, it comes as little
surprise that such a person would experi-

ence similar conflicts in his dreams,
including the restimulation of eartier,
unresolved stresses .
.. At the same time, the wish to retufn

$14,650 Delivered Cohasset

to those earlier, 'less stressful' times at
college would also act to bring out college

memories.
"I suspect that this may be a universal

dream for college students, though it

aulohaus

RT. 3A COHASSET, MASS.

677-383-0095

We invite
'
•
•
your Inquiry.
Quail Ridge Townhouse, Inc. has filed a
registration statement with the S.Le for
the purpose of offering condominium
units in connection with a rental pool.
You are cordially invited to write for
the prospectus. Quail Ridge, RFD 752,
Delray Beach, Fla., Dept. HAl, Phone
(305) 737-5100.

may well be more prevalent for Harvard
than for other universities. given the high
quality and motivation of its students.
and the demands and stimulation afforded by the Harvard environment. Since I
have seen little experimental research
performed on this particular topic, I
would welcome finding a Harvard student in psychology interested in doing a
thesis on understanding the full determinants and significance of this dream.

"P.S. On reading this to my wife,
she-an alumna of another universityreports having similar dreams."

The policy of Harvard Magazine is to
print all letters from readers on matters
of substance. The editors reserve the
right to abridge longer letters to fit the
space available. More word from troubled dreamers. as well as communications on other subjects, will appear in the
November issue.

Picture credits
Pages 9, 58·9, 73-4, Lilian Kemp;
11 , 19, 20, 48, 76, Rick Stafford;
12, Joe Kovacs; 13, IS, Anne Fadi-

A golf, tennis and
equestrian community
The Quail Ridge registration statement has nOt yet been declared
effrctive. and this is not to be deemed an offer to sell securities. Offer
shall be made only through the final prospectus. This shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any oHer 10 buy nor
shall there be any sale of these securi ties in any State in which such
offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or
qualification under the securities laws of any such State.
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man; 19, 20, Paul Donahue; 27,
29, 61 , Christopher S. Johnson; 28,
Harvard University News Office;

32, Paul Birnbaum; 33, Harvard
University Archives; 36 (bottom),
Time Inc.; SO, 54·5, Harry Dod·
son; 51, Mark Shwayder; 57, Ted
Dully; SO, Barbara Boatner.
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Is she by any chance a relative of Clifton
Fadiman of "Information Please" fame?
RICHARD L HAPGOOD

'25

HOW BUYING A

Gloucester, Mass.
Editor's note: his daughter.
Inadvertelltly, we f ailed to give the
nam e of the Sahara expedition in full. It
i~'
th e Harvard-Smith solliawNatioflal
G eographic Sahara Total Eclipse Expedition.
We also omitted the name of Clarence
Truesdell. Ed.D. '68. who with Mr. alld
Mrs. Robert Citron was a co-fo under of
Educational Expeditions International.

CAN HELP IMPROVE
YOUR GA_M_Ee----:

Recurring dreams
To the Editor:
I ... designate myself a se nior member of
the Recurrent Dreams of Harvard Club

(the R.D.H. Syndrome) as suggested by
the letter of E. C. K. Read '40 in the
August issue. For nearly half a century 1
have dreamed at varying intervals of
needing to start out hurriedly across the
Yard to take an exami nation that has
not bee n completed . This produces a
most uncom fortable fru strated feeling,
often accompan ied by a sense of guilt
and not always ameliorated by awakening.
The origin of this dream seems not too
difficult for me (though I must vigorously assert that in teaching affiliation with
the Department of Psychiatry here these
past four years since retirement from
medical practice, and still thus actively
engaged as Emeritus Professor of Clinical Medicine, 1 have all too vividly
learned that impressions that seem quite
obvious usually have a deeper, more significant meaning). The dream stems, 1
believe, from the "speaking knowledge of
German and/ or reading knowledge of
French" requirement of the tweQ,ties at

Golf. Tenni s. Skiing. Wh ateve r your game , it can be improved by buying a condominium. The carefree lifestyle of a
condominium is designed to free you from exterior maintenance chores. We mow your lawn and plow your driveway to
give you more time to practice your game.
But more than leisu re time, we offer you a gr acious condominium to come home to. No detail has been om itted for
your comfort, from the spaciou s living rooms (some up to 600
square feet), to conte mporary kitchen s and custom interiors.
F or your peace of mind, a ll our condom inium s a re protected by
modern security measures.
.
Spaulding and Slye Housing Associates offe rs two of
s uburban Boston 's finest condom iniums- 70/80 Park in Brookline and We llesley Green in We lles ley. Send t he coupon today
for a descripti ve brochure, 01' phone for an appoi ntment to
visit both OUI' model condominium s.

70/80 Park Street

70 Park Street, Suite 18, Brookline, 731-9443

Wellesley Green
59 Grove Street, Wellesley, 237-4040

Harvard. 1 had to struggle through three
sessions of that French writing bedevilment before my qualifications were ac-

ceptable!
Except as related over and over to my
ever-sympathetic wife that my nightmarish screams were due to the fact that "1
had that Harvard dream again last
night. " this is my first opportunity for a
satisfying ventilation. I'm grateful for it.
Any really old Freud ians around?
R OBERT C, ROTHENB ERG, M.D. '24
Cincinnati, Ohio

To the Editor:
Like E. C. K. Read and other correspondents, I have dreamt more than once that
exam time was hurtling down on me in a

IZI

Spaulding and Slye Housing Associates
...................................................................................................................................................................

Mr. J ohn T. Boyle
Vice President
Spaulding and Slye Housing Associates
One Washington Mall
Boston, Mass. 02108
Please send me information on the luxury condomin ium at
D 70/80 Park Street in Brookline
D Wellesley Green in We llesley
Name ___________________________________
Address. __________________________________
City

State

Zip ____

......................................................................................................................................................... -...........;
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I

college course in which I had done no
reading and attended no lectures. Even
more frightful to me, though, are these
nocturnal situations: (1) I am on-stage
with the rest of the cast on opening night
and realize that I not only haven't memorized my part but haven't even read the
play. (2) I am in charge of a newspaper
edition and can't seem to get any copy
sent to the composing room; the hours
slip by; the deadline is comingj little or
nothing is in type.
MAX HALL, Nieman 'SO
Cambridge
To the Editor:
I am not a Harvard graduate, but. .. my
dream is essentially identical to the one
described by Read, except that in my
dream I am back at the University of
Missouri-Columbia. Not only do I not
know where the class meets, but I don't
even know the time of day or the day of
the week. ] have had this dream on three
occasions, one quite recently. The subject
is mathematics, which] did not study at
the college level.
IRVIN FANE

Kansas City, Mo.
To the Editor:
]s the unconscious trying to tell us that
life is like the dream 'course'? There are
no books, no fixed times and places; you
do not know the answers (nor does the
professor). Many of us who gloried in
college still yearn to read the book, write
a beautiful exam, and please the myth ~
ical professor. The sooner we reconcile
ourselves to the fact that college was a
useful irrelevance, the better.
But we can dream, and do.
ANNE W. PREscorr '52
San Francisco

VAPPI~=~
240 Sidney Street, Cambridge, Massachuaatts 02139 (617) 661 -8200
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Letters
to the editor

ACORN
To the Editor:
In Arkansas , the farmers are fighting the
eastern establishment from their own
back yards. Arkansas Power and Light
Company (AP/ L), is being petitioned by
farmers and concerned-citizens groups in
central Arkansas about their proposed
coal-fired electric power plant. Arkansas
Community Organizations for Reform
Now (ACORN), through its affili ate, Pro·
teet OUf Land Assoc iation (POLA), have
brought together the farmers who stand
to lose from what the State Planning
Commission has called "possibly the biggest polluter in the world."
At issue is the potential for damage to
the agricultural production. recreational
facilities. and personal and real property
of one of the world's most fertile cotton
and rice regions. The farmers are not
asking that AP/ L refrain from building
the plant, but rather that they have guar·
antees for the continuance of their livelihood. The Army Corps of Engineers, the
State Game and Fish Commission, the
State Planning Board and the Pollution
Control Board. have taken up the issue
and the demand for further study and
guarantees.
Each group has asked for an independent study of the total potential environmental impact, to supplement the earlier
insufficient AP/ L study. The major concern is the unthorough study of potential
effluents and emissions damage. Very
low levels of certain effluents, especially
some carbon and sulfur compounds and
mercury. may be lethal over relatively
short periods of time. All of these ele·
ments are found in coal in high (for general industrial usage) proportions.
Cotton is especially susceptible to su lfurdioxide damage.
The Arkansas Public Service Commission has postponed its hearing on the
matter until all parties have been allowed
time to respond to AP/ L's answers to 139
questions generated by ACORN. The
questions grew out of generally perceived
shortcomings in the initial impact study.
The Public Service Commission is considering hiring an outside group to do a
new and "independent" study. T he issue
now depends on ACORN' s ability to con·
vince the Commission and Harvard that
4
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AP/ L's history of irresponsibility as a
corporate citizen demands their further
intervention.
How is Harvard involved? Harvard ,
along with the Harvard Yenching Institute, is the largest shareholder in Middle
South Utilities, the sole owner of AP/ L.
Further, George F. Bennett '33, former
Harvard treasurer, serves on the board
of directors of Middle South. President
Bok has repeatedly spoken of the need
for corporate investors to use their share
power to affect ethics of business leaders.
Unlike Gulf Oil Corporation in Angola·
Mozambique, AP/ L is totally within the
purview of national law and moral
opprobrium. Many Arkansas comm unity
leaders have sa id that Harvard's time has
come, though Presid ent Bok may disagree.
ACORN makes three basic recommendations to the Harvard community. In
following these recommendations, Harvard can make the hearing postponement very worthwhile:

indeed not the only ones afflicted with
the recurring nightmare of having to take
an examination at Harvard in a course
they had never attended. I myself have
experienced this dream on many occasions and each time have been seized
with a sense of panic the likes of which , I
am glad to say, I never did experience as
a student at Harvard.
What is more , I know of at least two
other Harvard men who suffer from the
same nocturnal affiiction. One is Wilfrid
Owen '34 of the Brookings Institute
whose casual mention of his recurrent
dream first set me wondering about the
extent of this syndrome among Harvard
alumni. The other is Professor George
Wald whose confession on this subject
appeared in "Examining at Harvard ," a
collection of essays written by members
of the Harvard faculty back in 1%3 and
reprinted in the Bulletin earlier that year.
... Can we hear from others?
C. KENNETH ORSKI ' 53
Paris, France

a. Harvard should sponsor a thorough
study of the plant's impact;
b. Harvard should use its social and
economic muscle to pressure AP/ L
to place in escrow money sufficient
to cover potential ambient air and
land damages;
c. Harvard should voice an official
position on its investment and corporate-citizenship policies.

To the Editor:
... The basic facts were the same: no
classes attended, no books read, but I am
always in the midst of an all-night poker
giime the day before the exam!
SHERWOOD E. BAIN '45, M.B.A. '49
Boston

So now people in Arkan sas will finally
know where Harvard really is at.
JULIUS D. KEARNEY '74
Cambridge

More recurring dreams
A letter from E.CK. Read '40 describing
a recurring dream appeared in the August issue. Since then the Read Syndrome has assumed epidemic proportions. The editor, feeling that it is high
time to wake up, brings the correspondence to a close with the cases below, and
extends his sincere sympathy to all
remaining victims.
To the Editor:
Reader E.CK. Read '40, his friend Nat
Benchley '39, and your two staffers are

To the Ed itor:
Curious, . . until I read E.CK. Read's
letter, and your subseq uent ed itorial
note , I thought that the famous recurring
dream was my own unique problem.
One reason for this is that my recurring dream is based at least partiy on a
tragi-comic sequence of events that took
place the spring of my senior year. A
group of us were looking for a suitable
course to. round out our final schedu le,
and one of our number-a real expert on
the course catalogue-came up with an
offering that met all our rigid criteria.
This course met at the right time (early
afternoon) on the right days (Tuesdays
and Thursdays) and in a convenient
place-Sever Hall. (The fact that it met
upstairs, in what must have been a
broom closet in the architect's plans, was
only a minor drawback; ground -floor
classes were preferable but one had to
concede a point or two occasionally.)
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That its subject matter was "The Eco·
nomic History of the Early Mediterrane·
an" was almost incidental to its nigh·on
perfect scheduling.
On the fi rst Tuesday, our trio showed
up for the course, which en rolled a
baker's doze n or so and was presided
over by an elderly, gentlemanly scholar,
Professor Blake. On subsequent days one
of our number usually did his turn, tak·
ing notes for the other two. However, it
soon became apparent that both the
course and the professor presupposed a
substantial knowledge of antiquity (a'fact
we'd overlooked in the catalogue) and we
began to have second thoughts about the
"coup" we'd been chortlin g over.
Worry gave way slowly to panic as we
realized we were in way over our heads.
The professor kept things moving at a
good clip through currency exchanges
and trade balances along the Anatolian
coast line, highly technical agricu ltural
problems in the Peloponnes us and God
only knows what else ... but whatever it
was it was way out of our league. OUf
classmates were no help whatsoever.
Most were grad students, all were grinds,
contemptuous of the counterfeit scholars
we so obviously were; and the worst of
the lot was a cadre of hard-core Radcliffe
types in sensible shoes, bullet- proof
glasses and hair pulled back tightly into
ugly buns. As 1 recall, they had but one
facial expression-a scowl; and zilch
sense of humor. Every attempt at striking
up the most pitiful conversation in the
hopes of finding out what was going on
was struck down with an hauteur worthy
of Catherine the Great.
Instead of the carefree gut-course
routine we had antici pated, we were
trapped in a real catastrophe. We began
to attend every class. The texts (when we
could beat our gung-ho classmates to the
few available copies) were written in
English, but they might just as well have
been in one of the many languages of the
Levantine lands they covered. Somehow
or other we got through hour exams and
other booby traps, with heroic efforts at
bull. We did notice that Prof. Blake
seemed unwell, but, even unwell, he was
so far ahead of us that we scarcely had
time to be concerned.
As the spring wore on we got further
and further behind and final exams
became an obsession. Our classmates
began to display a rare measure of emotion-a smirking glee at our obvious sad
state of affairs. At the close of our final
class, Prof. Blake said he'd see us at final
exams and wished us luck.
But that was the last ti me we saw him
as. early in the Readi ng Period, he suc6
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cum bed (to a heart attack, we were told).
The tragedy of his death was doubly sig.
nificant to us; because, if all else failed
(as it see med to be doing), we figured we
might plead to him for a certain degree
of mercy on the final exam ... a quality
we couldn't anticipate from anyone else.
Now who would prepare the exam? We'd
never seen or heard of any faculty member besides Prof. Blake in connection
with the course. Or, was one of the grinds
a section man in mufti ? The nightmare
was very real.
We never did find out who prepared
the exam. But, we later suspected that,
because the course was so obscure. Prof.
Blake had no staff back· up, and hence
the test carne out a mere formality-an
exercise in attendance. Whoever wrote it
knew only slightly more than we did; so
our weeks of sweating it out ended swiftly
and anti-cli mactically in C's all the way
round.
The intervening 23 years may have
dulled (or perhaps embellished) my recol·
lections of all this; but anyway, that's
how I got my r.d., which r's a couple
ti mes a year, and always in the springright about Readi ng Period. Nembutal,
anyone?
Sincerely,
NATHANIE L FROTHINGHAM 'SO
Sherborn, Mass.
To the Editor:
· ... Completely unprepared as 1 am, 1
still want to give the final a try. However,
as in Mr. Read's fantasy, I don 't even
know where the exam is being given. As
time runs out I frantically search the
Yard , aski ng for help from passers·by.
No one knows; no one has even heard of
the course. Relief comes only with
awaken ing.
R OBERT L. RICHARDS '49
Boston
To the Editor:
· , .. I not only had never attended a single meeting, but fa iled as well to take the
final exam .... It was an agonizing situation. Until later, when I received notice
from the instructor that I had passed the
cou rse with a creditable grade! Unfortunately this dream was not of the recur·
ring variety.
GEORGE L. GLASHEEN '29
Wilbrah am, Mass .
To the Editor:
· . . . My father·in·law, a prod uct of
Northwestern and the University of Arizona, has the same dream. It may be that
he started hav ing the dream after spending six weeks at one of the Business

School summer sessions. On
hand, I met a Yale man last
claimed to have the identical
we may not be ab le to claim
vard's own.
CHARLES

the other
week who
dream, so
it as Har-

J. W EST 'SO

Phoe nix, Ariz.
To the Editor:
I've been having that dream for years.
It's so regular I hardly pay any attention
to it anymore. I thought everyone had it.
Everyone I know has it.
Incidentally, the axe never falls. I always wake up before I flunk out, just as I
always did when I was in school. It would
be interesting to know if anyone ever has
this dream who actually did flunk out.
MI CHAEL HILTON '68
Stevenson , Al a.
To the Editor:
. .. 1 am taking the CEEB English
Achievement test (multiple choice, like
most such) ... 1 discover that the item
I'm working on is one off from the num ber on the answer sheet. Frantically, I
begin to search for the item I skipped ,
only to discover that the items on the
answer sheet are numbered in random
order! I contemplate trying to straighten
out the mess, and the mind boggles ...
L ES LIE H ORST '67
Bethlehem , Pa.
To the Editor:
I don't recall the exam dream ; but when
I was stage- managing shows at Harvard
and had the problem of a complete
change of set on a darkened stage with
the aud ience watchi ng and waiting for
the change to end , before opening I
would begin having dreams in which I
was in the middle of the stage, taking
part in a change. But I did not know
wh ich change it was, so I couldn't tell if
my crew was moving the right things. I
had lost my checklist. All around me
things were going wrong; time was being
used up; and I could n' t set things right.
The dream persisted into the run of the
show, and recurred occasionally there·
after.
Often in such shows more serious
problems existed, about which I was also
worried; but, perhaps because they
weren't under my control, I never
dreamed about them.
Other stage managers I've known have
had similar dreams. And actors I' ve
known dream of being on stage before an
audience (the audience is essential in
their drea ms and in mine) with out
knowing what the show is, or anything
except that ,a nother actor is looking to
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them to speak with desperation in his
eyes. The dreamer does not know what
he shou ld be saying, and ca nnot remember lines from any show at all.
Perhaps the essence of such dreams is
a fear of being unable to control situations you usually can control? I didn't
have disastrous scene changes, and
assume most of the exam dreamers
usually did well on exams.
DAVID BROWNELL '63. Ph.D. '73
Collegeville. Minn.
To the Editor:
Excerpts from the diary of an undergraduate.
Thursday. Juli e 9. 1937-Cambridge.
Tomorr~* will be the final exam in my half
course "The History of the French Revolution." Th e catalogue states that the course is
give n in two halves, concu rrently. Have not
been to any lectures-have done very little
reading. Plan to cram all night. Have just
learned exam is in Harvard Hall , where lectures were apparently given.

Friday. JUli e 10. 1937-Cambridge.
Was correct that exam for both halves given
in Ha rva rd Ha ll. concurrently. Entered wrong
room and took wrong exam. Questions vaguely fam iliar. Wrote furiously. Expect a C+
with any luck.

Th e Ultimat e

Angling TreaJtl re

The Restigouche and I ts Salmon Fishing
By Dean Sage
Newl y Augmented With Individually Signed,
Origina l Color Prints and Additional T ext

By Ogde/l M . PleiJ5ner, N.A., Charles
D eFeo , A1"II oid Gingr.ich, and DefFi/l Sage
In keep ing with the tradition of excellence esta bli shed by the sole a nd first
edition of 1888, th en limi ted to only 105
copies, we are pleased to announce once
again th e availability of the most cherished a nd prestigious of all America n
a ngling vo lum es in a un iquely elegant
edition .
Privately printed on the fin est custom
made paper by The M eri den Gravure
Company, Inc., each copy will be individuall y bound in full leather in th e
color se lected by th e purcha ser-natural
tan, brown, dark red , dark blue or black
with raised ba nds and gi lt decoration.
A large sa lmon fl y has been hand
painted in each volume by Charles
DeFeo, and the prin t by Ogde n Pleissner will never be issued elsewhe re.

As thi s edition is str ictly limited to 250
cop ies only, indi vidua l volumes will be
numbered, bound and signed in the
order of checks rece ived, and each will
bear the certification of th e editors that
a ll plates have bee n destroyed. 352
pages. 9 x 13 inches. 74 magnifice nt
illu stration s. Ernest R. Gee. T he Spor t s~
man's Library. "O ne of th e great
books. " Arnold G in grich. In the new
foreword. "A rarity of a r a rity." John
C. Phi l l i p~ . A Biblio9raphy of Amui(a n Sportin9 Books. " A most sumptu ous
volume."
Available Solely from:
Angler's and Shooter's Press,
Goshen, Connecticut 06756
L. C. Ca rd Nu mber 73·82319
Price $500.00

MOllday. July 9-Cruisillg ill Maille.

A Limited Edition of Two Hundred Sterling Silver
Tea Caddies made in England to commemorate

Bluebook of History Exam arrived today
with following remark on front cover: " If Harva rd College gave the grade of F, you wou ld
undoubted ly be the fi rst student to receive
that grade. You r grade is E-." Signed
W.F.L.

The Boston Tea Party and
American Independence

Later in life:

Of contemporary design,
the Tea Caddy is wood
lined and on the lid are
miniature "Tea Chests"
floating in Boston Harbor
where they had been
thrown by the American
Colonists, disguised as
Indian raiders, in protest
agai nst the new taution
laws imposed by london.

Thursday. JUli e 14. 1973-Cambn·dge.
I keep having this recurring dream ....
but Commencement proceeded according to
plan.

G. ANDERSON '39
University Marshal
Cambridge
WILLIAM

The dim ensio ns are
approximately 4 ~ inches
cubed, and the weight in
Sterling Silver is approxi·
mately 30 ounces: Troy. It
may be engraved on reo
quest. leather presenta·
tion case.

P.S . Questions for the ed itor:
(I) Who could W. F. L. be?

(2) Why does this dream recur every year
before Commencement?
To the Editor:
In case the beleaguered students ever
wondered, r.d .'s occur on the other sid e
of the lectern, too. I never had a student-type r.d. during my years as a Radcliffe undergradu ate, or afterward, for
that matter. However, I have awake ned
in many a cold sweat after dream ing the
following:
1. It is the first day of a new semester. I

OUefed exclusively in the
United States by Firestone
and Parson. $850 each

FIRESTONE AND PARSON
Ritz Carlton Hotel
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Boston , Massachu se tts 02117

(617)-266-1858

interested in purchasing your precious jewels or antique silve r. Please call collect at (617)·266·5276
Member: The National Antique and Art Dealer Association of America, Inc.
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search all over the campus but I can find
neither my classroom nor my class.
2. It is five minutes before my next
class. I have neglected to prepare a lecture, and I have no previous knowledge
of the subject. I can see the students in
the classroom, assembled to await an
hour's worth of wisdom.
3. I am peacefully asleep. I roll over to
look at the clock. It is precisely time to
begin my first lecture of the day.
Does this indicate that profs are as
neurotic as students?
SUE LIEBERMAN SOLOMON '62
Assistant professor of science
management and statistics.
University a/Maryland
College Park, Md.
To the Editor:
· . . The dream invariably has the ele~
ments Mr. Read describes. And the
panic is real. Panic because the total cul~
ture in which American children are
raised makes no real-yes, verbal, but
little more--effort to provide for fail·
ure . . .
SHERWOOD R. MBRCBR
Havertown, Pa.
To the Editor:
· . . Should the University (or Harvard
Magazine) formulate the necessary rites,
I would appreciate having an exorcism
kit and instruction sheet.
R,CHARD W. loDGE

'63

Nieuw Vennep (N.H.), The Netherlands
To the Editor:
· .. It is no dream. I know a Harvard who
never attended the lectures, never read
the books, did not know where the exam
was held, and passed the course ...
But then all the Harvards live in a
dream world.
METCHIE 1.

E.
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